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About This Game

Five years ago in this forest..

A journalist wanted to go there.And (of course) he didnt come back.

Few days later,he called his best friend.He just said to him "Come Here" and line dropped.

You're the "Best friend" of this journalist.You listened your friend and you went there.

AND NOW LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
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Title: Sullen: Light is Your Friend
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Publisher:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 230 or AMD Radeon HD 5570

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1536 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio

English,Turkish
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sullen light is your friend badge. sullen light is your friend

vilken flopp. If you're looking for a challenging game, this is not it. Encounters are very tense but quickly becomes easy to
handle. It's worth a try if you enjoy making others play the game and watch their reactions but other than that, there's not much
to go back to after finishing the game.

Overall good game.. Kind of fun... maybe i need to play more. Not really understanding the decision to only allow the droid to
pick up a finite number strawberries or gems.....really annoying when you are trying to pick up gems for upgrades but you can't
because your guy picked up the strawberries instead. Also, Need to maybe make a no kidding tutorial. I had no clue what was
going on other than by pressing buttons and seeing what happened.
Good feature is the auto attack while you are running around. I noticed the hit box is a little unforgiving when human controlled.
Game needs some patching which will surely come as more players check this out. 6/10. The Graphics are very poor. Maybe at
one time this was a good game. A long freakin time ago. Not now. Not even close.. Really not that bad.
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Cute little game with harmless humor and as far as I can see no flaws. Pretty basic, but runs smooth, supports 4k and you can
even create your own countryballs.. Low cost puzzle fun....

ROMBY is very simple, create strings of 4 or more same color squares to score points. The only thing that stands in your way is
the random placement of blocks from the AI as you go. For every block you place, it places one, so you have to create your
scoring lines before the AI gets lucky and blocks your line. This makes points hard to come by, as emphasised by one of the
Trophy acheivements for this game is to score 3000 points in a game. There are two modes, Freestyle and Girls. The Freestyle
mode lets you play a game with no requirements to meet, just trying to score as much as you can before the Al takes away any
remaining moves. The Girls mode lets you collect one of 10 girls if you can meet the scoring requirements during a game, which
you can eventually do if you're persisitent. I beat this game (collecting all trophys) in just over 8 hours. As one of Steam's 99
cent specials, it's well worth it. If you're looking for a game that you play while travelling or trying to kill a weekend, ROMBY is
your game.

Pros :

Price. At .99 it was well worth it.
Tough but fun, game AI doesn't make it easy, even though you eventually can beat it.

Cons :

No replay ability. There is no higher levels, just the main level.
Could have added more to the Girls round, once you've collected all 10, that's all there is to the game outside of the Freestyle
which you get bored with eventually.

Rating : 5. Seriously Classic Sam.. This game will put 2K out of business.. Awesome game: highly recommend to fans of classic
90's platormers. Music is ace, graphics are endearing and there's a great sense of humour throughout.. 15 minutes was enough to
see this game wasn't for me.

I do enjoy the art style, but the game just completely failed to keep my attention past a few minutes. Everything in the world
seemed bland and pointless. You start off on a world map and select one of four tiles around you. You can look for food, look
for treasure (find the 4 or so treasure chests and open them), look for a mine, or select another 4 tiles to travel to and repeat.
That's not fun to me and it sure as heck didn't make me go "Ooh, I wonder what comes next!" or "Ooh, I want to better my
character by <blank>!".

The second thing that put me off about this game were the controls. Why lock a 3d game to four fixed viewing directions
(north, south, east, west) when the game was designed for a modern controller with two analog sticks? I did get into a battle,
which *looked* like a standard JRPG battle, but it just wasn't. Somehow the controls were also poor during the battle scenes as
well and on top of that you must pass a quicktime even to actually land an attack, for every attack. This can be seen in the trailer
around the 50s mark.

Neat graphics and it looked promising, but it has bad controls and, most importantly, no hook.. Got my money wasted, no
servers for indians i guess, i get a decent ping of 10-20 on mm and 50 on faceit and a ping of min 125 ON ESEA, Not a single
match found for me till date, tq esea i wish i could get refund.. It all comes down too your choices, plain and simple. Will you
take in the son and leave the father too die, will you accept the help of a man who offers to 'get rid' of a few undesirable folks
staying in the town in exchange for Shelter, or in the end will you give your on life so that just one other soul is given the chance
to survive? The choices are yours to make, explore, solves puzzles and prepare to make moral decisions that will have you
questioning your humanity.
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